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Executive Summary
This report summarizes the findings of an in-depth analysis of factors affecting the costs to insure mid-rise (up to six-storey) wood frame residential buildings, with particular emphasis on factors contributing to those differentials between insurance rates for such buildings compared to structures built using
various non-combustible materials such as cast-in-place concrete, precast
concrete, concrete blocks or insulated concrete forms.
GLOBE Advisors undertook the analysis on behalf of the Concrete Council of
Canada. The genesis of this research stems from the growing presence
across Canada of mid-rise residential structures built largely from wood frame
or engineered wood products in the wake of changes in building codes designed partly to address the growing demand for affordable infill housing and
to promote the greater use of Canadian wood products. In 2009 British Columbia became the first jurisdiction to allow six-storey wood frame residential
structures. Wood frame residential structures greater than four storeys are
now allowed in Alberta, Quebec and in Ontario. Just recently the Government
of Quebec released technical guidelines for wood frame residential structures
that could reach up to twelve storeys in height.
Housing Demand
As noted, the primary driving forces motivating changes to provincial and national building codes were the desire to promote the greater use of wood in
the Canadian housing market and the need to provide more affordable infill
housing to meet rising consumer demand. In 2014, over $47.6 billion was invested in new residential housing in Canada. While more than half of this investment was for single family housing, 30 percent was for multi-unit buildings, primarily for condominiums. Indeed, condominiums have become an increasingly popular housing choice in Canada, accounting for a large share of
the growth of homeownership over the last three decades.
Housing Costs
Along with rising demand, the new housing sector has also experienced
growing material, labour and serviced land costs, the latter being particularly
evident in hot housing markets such as in Vancouver and Toronto. Profit
margins for developers and contractors are very tight, and there is considerable pressure to keep prices down, whenever possible, especially in high cost
market areas. Consequently, builders are looking for lower cost alternatives.
Study of Insurance Costs for Mid-Rise Wood Frame and Concrete Residential Buildings
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One way to lower costs is to use less expensive building materials and to increase the density of housing per land area. Many developers regard building
with wood as less expensive with faster construction times than for comparable concrete structures. This was one of the motivating factors for the push to
change building codes to allow for wood frame construction up to six storeys.
In the wake of these code changes, there has been a surge in the construction of mid-rise wood frame residential units, especially in British Columbia,
which amended its building codes to allow this practice.
The present study is not intended to examine or compare total building costs
between wood-frame and non-combustible materials. Where references to
cost comparisons are presented they are intended merely to identify factors
that may contribute to the differential in insurance rates that may be levied either during or post construction.
That being said however, any cost differential between wood frame and concrete that may exist would affect overall life cycle costs much more than insurance rates, which are influenced more by fire perils and other risk factors
including water damage and mold. Strata insurance rates, of course, are
closely related to construction and replacement costs. Higher wood frame
costs may increase insurance premiums a little, but the dominant factors affecting insurance rates remain fire risk and water damage. Also the use of
wood frame technology for mid-rise or higher buildings is at an early stage
and rigorous data from insurance appraisal companies is not readily available. Organizations such as FP Innovations have published some preliminary
cost comparisons.
As the research in support of this report has shown, the costs for insurance,
maintenance and calamity repairs over the life span of a building carry major
cost implications for developers, strata managers, and condominium owners.
Indeed, any up-front construction cost advantage of wood compared to concrete may prove to be of little consequence, particularly since the initial cost
of construction represents only 10% to 15% of total lifecycle costs of a building.
Insurance Costs
As noted, in line with the rising cost of housing in Canada, the cost of property
insurance is similarly growing. The Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC) does
not provide national data on growth rates for property and casualty premiums,
but acknowledges that home insurance claims are increasing. Insurance
Study of Insurance Costs for Mid-Rise Wood Frame and Concrete Residential Buildings
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premiums are determined largely on the basis of perceived risks, i.e. how likely is it that a customer or group of customers in a given area with the same
set of circumstances will make claims, and what might those claims cost.
Underwriters set premiums based on their best estimates of what they may
be required to pay out in claims on the policies in any given year. Many factors are taken into consideration in estimating the risk exposure and likely pay
out in claims. Many underwriters limit their risk exposure in different markets
or for different classes of assets. Consultations with brokers, underwriters
and property managers confirm a substantial differential in the costs to insure
wood frame buildings compared to comparable buildings constructed primarily of non-combustible materials. The reasons most often cited were the higher
risk of fire, and greater risk and repair costs of water and moisture damage for
wood buildings.
Not only do these translate into higher rates, it is generally much more difficult
for strata managers to secure adequate and affordable coverage for wood
frame buildings. Many insurance companies in Canada simply will not underwrite wood frame structures, or will aggressively limit their risk exposure for
such structures, both during construction and over the life of the asset.
This has led to a significant amount of re-insurance coverage for such structures being brokered through the European Union and the United Kingdom
re-insurance markets, a matter that has become worrisome to the Canadian
regulator of financial institutions. Brokers often must scramble to secure adequate coverage for a given project, or are forced to spread their client’s risk
coverage across a pool of underwriters, which also increases costs. This affects premiums both for course of construction insurance and ongoing postconstruction insurance.
Course of Construction Insurance
As one insurance sector respondent noted, with all factors being equal except
for the type of building material, builder’s risk insurance for wood structures
would cost an estimated $.05 per $100 a month during the construction period. For concrete structures, this cost would be $.005 per $100 a month.
Based on these rates, for a $10 million building that takes 12 months to construct, the wood frame builder’s Course of Construction insurance would be
$60,000, compared to $6,000 for the concrete building contractor. This broker
also noted coverage for the wood frame structure likely would be spread over
several reinsurance underwriters, which could complicate claims.
Study of Insurance Costs for Mid-Rise Wood Frame and Concrete Residential Buildings
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Strata Insurance
Differentials in insurance rates and in securing coverage for a wood frame
building can extend far beyond the construction phase of the project. Over the
life of the asset, in addition to some of the above noted factors, underwriters
are sensitive to the competence of strata management; on-going maintenance practices; repair and replacement costs; and claims history. While fire
damage is the most obvious risk factor cited when comparing insurance rates
for wood frame versus concrete buildings, according to the many insurance
industry sources consulted, the majority of building insurance claims are for
water damage. Our interviews revealed that some strata building managers
do not report incidents of water damage for fear that insurance rates or deductibles will rise. This can and often does lead to poorly done repairs and inadequate water remediation measures, which in turn can lead to substantial
health and property damage risks over the longer term.
Other Risk Factors
Climate change is also playing havoc with insurance claims. Property damage
from severe weather is now a leading cause of property insurance claims.
Payouts from extreme weather damage claims have more than doubled every
five to 10 years since the 1980s. For each of the past six years, they have
been near or above $1 billion in Canada. In 2013, losses reached an historic
$3.4 billion, due to floods in Alberta and Toronto. In 2014, losses approached
$1 billion.
Insurance rate setting is not well understood
It was surprising to find that rate setting practices are not well understood by
developers, building contractors, property and strata managers, individual
home owners, and also some insurance brokers. This lack of knowledge extends both ways. Improved building practices, tighter monitoring of wood
frame buildings under construction and better strata management practices
all have the potential to narrow the differential in insurance rates between
wood frame and concrete buildings.
However, there is little evidence that such practices are been widely followed
in the construction sector in Canada, and no proof that, where such practices
are been followed, insurance companies are responding in terms of rate setting.
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Bottom Line Conclusions
Higher risks – higher rates - wood frame buildings do have a higher risk of fire
and are more susceptible to major problems arising from water damage.
These higher risk factors are reflected in higher insurance rates for such
buildings, both during construction, and over the life of the asset. Also, it is
harder to secure insurance for wood frame buildings as some underwriters
are vacating the field or severely limiting their risk exposure in the mid-rise
sector.
The ‘higher risks – higher rates’ issue extends far beyond the individual building complex or project, It also impacts on the Fire Insurance Grades that have
been used by Canadian insurers for more than 100 years, which are currently
under review. Simply put the amount of fire risk in the built environment, i.e.
the more combustible structures that are present, the higher the risk. This affects the amount of public fire protection required to meet the risk level in the
built environment, which in turn has insurance cost implications. Allowing
such risks to grow without commensurate investment in public fire protection
will adversely affect fire insurance grades, line capacities, and associated insurance premium costs.
Water Risks Are Paramount
One of the key points emerging from this research regarding insurance rate
setting was the importance of moisture control, both during construction, and
over the life of the insured asset. Moisture management is a difficult and expensive process when building wood frame structures.
Although water damage in concrete buildings can also be an important risk
consideration, in general, remediation of concrete buildings is easier and less
expensive to complete. Moisture problems in a concrete structure become evident much earlier than in wood structures, where dampness problems can
fester undetected long after the expiration of any builder’s warranty liability,
until the damage caused by mold or dry rot renders the structure unhealthy or
even uninhabitable.
Buildings under construction need to be protected from rain penetration and
damage from moisture especially in moist climates such as in British Columbia where rains and humidity are prevalent. After a certain level of moisture
content, wood becomes highly conducive to the growth of decay fungi.
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Moisture control, either through conventional rain screening or through a
breathable tarp at the construction site, is absolutely fundamental to the proper functioning of wood-frame buildings, both to protect occupants from adverse health effects and to protect the building, its mechanical systems and
its contents from physical or chemical damage. It is unfortunate that moisture
problems are becoming extremely common in some types of buildings.
Next Steps
Because the construction and insurance sectors are inseparably intertwined,
it is vitally important that there be a far better understanding nation-wide on
how each sector operates and how they can work more harmoniously together to improve Canada’s housing stock. Given that we can expect the construction of more mid-rise wood frame structures in cities across Canada it is
important to know now the ramifications of this trend in terms of public safety,
municipal budgets, and homeowner risk exposure and contractors liabilities
and to plan accordingly.
Due to the enormous costs developers, contractors and builders face when
constructing mid-rise residential structures, and the costs that strata managers and condo owners face over the building’s lifetime, a concerted effort
must be made to engage the major players and build better awareness of the
factors that influence insurance rates and how rate differentials between different classes of buildings can be lessened through best practices during and
after construction.
So too, there is need for a definitive comparative assessment of total lifecycle costs of wood frame and concrete structures, taking into consideration
not only changing technologies and related costs of building products, but also the longer term costs of building operation, maintenance, and decommissioning.
Finally, more research is required to determine how the wider use of best
practices for the construction and on-going maintenance of residential midrise buildings can more decisively influence insurance rate setting in this sector.
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1.0

Introduction

On behalf of the Concrete Council of
Canada, GLOBE Advisors carried out an
analysis of the costs to insure mid-rise
(six-storey) wood frame residential buildings, with particular emphasis on the risk
factors contributing to
differentials
between insurance rates for such buildings compared to structures built using
various non-combustible materials such
as cast-in-place concrete, insulated concrete forms, precast concrete, or concrete blocks.
The genesis of this research stems from
the growing presence of mid-rise residential structures built largely from wood
frame or engineered wood products in
various jurisdictions across Canada in the
wake of changes and expected future
changes in federal and provincial building
codes.
These changes are, in part, to address
the growing demand for more affordable
housing, but also to promote the greater
use of Canadian wood products in the
building sector.
The analysis supporting this report was
not intended to compare the relative merits of wood frame versus concrete buildings with respect to structural integrity,
engineering design, energy or environmental merits or architectural aesthetics.
Those matters are well documented in
myriad studies and analyses readily
available elsewhere, some of which are
listed in the bibliography of this report.

Rather, the focus is on assessing the factors guiding rate setting for insuring the
construction and on-going operation of
mid-rise residential structures and to determine the reasons for the significant differences that exist with respect to the
availability of insurance and the rates
charged for buildings constructed mainly
from wood compared to those comprised
of non-combustible concrete materials
How This Report Was Prepared
GLOBE Advisors completed a detailed
review of published materials and databases on property and casualty insurance markets, both in Canada and in the
United States.
This was essential to gain a clear understanding of how the insurance industry
determines what rates will apply in different segments of the property insurance
market, such as commercial, industrial,
and multi-unit residential, both during
construction and throughout the lifecycle
of a given building asset. GLOBE Advisors also examined processes for claims
management, risk assessment and underwriter risk minimization.
Detailed statistical data on recent trends
in insurance costs for mid-rise building
projects was gathered and analyzed to
establish a baseline, against which it was
possible to assess risks and associated
costs for property and casualty insurance
for both the wood-frame and concrete
condominium markets.
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While much of this data was sourced from
the extensive literature search, some of
the most valuable content reflected in this
report was sourced from targeted interviews with experts from the insurance
and building industries, who greatly assisted in the examination of rate setting
for the full spectrum of building types.

Recognizing this, GLOBE Advisors has
taken careful steps to respect the confidentiality wishes of those with whom
we consulted. GLOBE Advisors is deeply
indebted to the many experts who contributed their insights and information
throughout the research effort leading to
the completion of this report.

GLOBE Advisors consulted with insurance brokers, underwriters, casualty and
claims administrators, experts in wood
frame and concrete construction, housing
market developers, strata managers, and
real estate agents.

Outline of the Report

These discussions covered both the construction and on-going operations phases
of buildings, and also examined the impact of location factors areas on rates
relative to earthquake and flood related
risks.
Interview questions were based on a
series of key questions drawn from a
Challenge Paper prepared early in the
process. They all focused on understanding the key factors, w h i c h shape or
affect the differential between insurance
rates for wood frame versus concrete
structures.
These consultations consisted mainly of
private, one-on-one interviews, under
conditions of non-attribution. In these circumstances, respondents were more inclined to share their own perspectives on
rate setting practices and risk assessment. The insurance industry is highly
competitive and the need to safeguard
trade secrets is fully understandable.

The report first examines the overall
housing market in Canada, which is the
key driver for the growth in multi-unit,
mid-rise residential buildings. This is followed by a comprehensive discussion of
the property insurance market in Canada
and the rising costs of property insurance
over recent years.
An in-depth examination of two key
dimensions of the property insurance
market follows: the construction phase,
and the ongoing operational phases of
buildings. The examination of the construction insurance market looks at the
factors that determine how rates are
charged, including: fire risks, building
envelope breaches, type and quality of
building materials, skill levels of persons
engaged in the project, monitoring and
security practices, claims history, replacement costs, and many other issues.
The examination of the post-construction
insurance market looks at the many factors that affect rates, such as: underwriters risk portfolios, strata and condominium operating and maintenance practices,
claims history, replacement costs, and
building management capabilities.
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The report also examines issues pertaining to the level of knowledge throughout
the industry and the general public about
how insurance rates are set, what the
paramount factors affecting rate setting
are, and the long-term consequences for
developers, contractors, strata managers,
condominium owners, first time buyers,
insurance brokers, underwriters, and also
municipal authorities.

These Conclusions include some important observations about the need to
build greater awareness of the risks and
liabilities associated with various property
types among the various players in the
residential housing market, and how they
can protect themselves from unexpected
and potentially devastating liabilities.

The research’s General Findings are presented to provide a reference point and
guide to the Conclusions that appear at
the end of the report.

For this project in the Pacific Northwest, protecting wood from moisture was a priority. The
yellow exterior sheathing is mold-resistant drywall. Although not shown in this photo
measures to protect moisture ingress from rain, during construction, both from above and
from wind-driven rain through the openings are equally important. Mold-resistant drywall is a
i
'post-construction' strategy.
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2.0

The Housing Market in
Canada

In 2014, $47.6 billion dollars was invested
in new residential housing in Canada. Fifty five percent of this investment was in
single family housing, 30 percent in new
apartment buildings, and 9 percent in row
houses. In British Columbia, 48 percent
was in single family housing; 39 percent
in apartments; 9 percent in row housing
and 4 percent in doubles.2
British Columbia showed strong growth in
new housing investment in the periods
2001 to 2008, and 2009 to 2014, interrupted by the 2008/09 recession. The
2001 to 2008 growth rates were much
more robust than those for the 2009 to
2014 period. Residential units in both periods showed the highest annual growth
rates of 27.3 percent and 11.6 percent
respectively.3
Growing Demand for Affordable Housing
In its June 2015 Forecast, RBC Economics stated that the pace of residential
building in Canada is expected to be
broadly consistent with the pace of
household formation overall, although
slowing down of activity in the oil producing provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan is expected. Although this rising demand has had a profound impact on the
price of housing, supply factors such as
land availability, construction costs, and
land use regulations are also significant
factors in determining house prices.

The Credit Union Central Economics
group (https://www.central1), which provides economic support and forecasts for
both BC and Ontario, produced a report
in May 2015 that reported that, in Metro
Vancouver, less than one-half of land area is available for urban development.4
At the same time, however, the area’s
population is forecast to grow by nearly
1 million people in the next 25 years. The
population density is forecast to grow
from just under 800 people per square
kilometer to just under 1,200 people. In
Metro Vancouver, land makes up approximately 80 percent of the overall value of
a single family home, and access to land
is becoming scarcer. Factors such as
land availability, development and construction costs, and land use regulations
are major variables in determining house
prices.
A range of demand and supply factors
affect housing prices. Called by real estate agents as “the fundamentals” they
include: interest rates, financing conditions, household income, taxes, operating
costs, population growth (especially immigration) and density, demographics,
consumer and builder confidence, construction and development costs, municipal regulations, land supply, geographic
constraints, information and search costs,
investment demand, expected price appreciation, opportunity costs, quality of life
desires, and the non-monetary value of
home ownership.
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Housing prices in Vancouver and Toronto
are outstripping incomes and this trend is
forecast by Credit Union Central to continue. Housing affordability, based on this
analysis could continue to worsen over
the next decade and beyond (Figure 1).

High costs of construction and high land
costs are forcing builders to seek lower
cost alternatives such as condominiums
in mid-rise residential structures.

Figure 1 Housing Affordability to Worsen Over the Longer Term

Source: Credit Union Central, Housing Myths and Misconceptions: Vancouver and Toronto, Credit Union Central, May 2015

Emergence of Condominiums
Condominiums are an increasingly popular housing choice in Canada, accounting for an increasingly large share of the
growth of home ownership.
“From 1981 to 2011, the number of
owner occupied condominiums in Canada increased from about 171,000 to
1,154,000, more than nine times faster
than other owner-occupied homes.”5 In
expensive central locations, reducing
the size of condominiums is one way for

developers to keep unit construction
costs down. In 2011, condominiums in
Canada had an average of 5.0 rooms
compared to 7.5 for other owneroccupied dwellings. Condominium units
may be small, but provide a relatively
affordable form of home ownership,
which is particularly attractive to first
time buyers. Overall, residential housing
prices have grown dramatically in all
Canadian cities in the past ten years,
and particularly so in British Columbia.
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Due to these trends, there is considerable pressure on builders to keep prices
down, especially in high cost areas such
as Metro Vancouver. Residential units
(mostly condominiums) have experienced lower price escalations.

As noted in the 2013 handbook on
Cross Laminated Timber prepared by
FP Innovations, cast-in-place concrete,
precast concrete, concrete blocks or insulated concrete forms construction all
have similar shell costs per square feet
as engineered wood including CLT. 7

“The market forces of the 1990s may repeat itself in 2015. There is a strong demand for low cost housing and builders
are under tremendous pressure to cut
costs, especially in Greater Vancouver
where land is expensive. Is this perfect
storm from the 1990s coming back?”

Also, the rising costs of engineered
wood building materials when compared
to cast-in-place concrete, precast concrete, concrete blocks or insulated concrete forms suggests that the cost differential is minimal.

Insurance Study Respondent

Appraisal companies such as RS Means
show wood frame structures as costing
approximately 10% less than concrete
buildings when comparing the initial cost
only. The RS Means online database
shows that in 2015 a low-rise wood
frame apartment in Greater Vancouver
costs $156 per square foot to build as
opposed to $176 per square foot for a
similar sized concrete building.6
These online appraisal tools only provide rough estimates of actual costs.
Our interviews (and research by FP Innovations) have shown that a 6-storey
wood frame apartment and an equally
sized concrete building likely will have a
cost differential far less than 10% as the
fifth and sixth stories are generally more
expensive to construct on a square
footage basis than the first four stories,
especially if engineered wood products
such as Cross Laminated Timber are
used for the fifth and sixth floors.

Not only is the cost differential between
wood and concrete becoming smaller,
the added costs of often ignored proper
construction and fire risk monitoring
practices for wood frame structures to
reduce the risk of fire or to ensure proper moisture protection further reduce
any cost differences from little to none.
“The initial cost of construction is only
10% to 15% of total life cycle costs over
30 years and condo owners that buy
wood frame mid-rise apartments are ultimately paying a high penalty (higher
costs). Builders would not build rental
mid-rise apartments if they were responsible for total life cycle costs.”
Insurance Study Respondent

Land Costs in Greater Vancouver
Colliers 2014 survey of land prices in
Vancouver concluded condominiums
prices in the metropolitan area will increase due to escalating land prices.
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For example, in downtown Vancouver,
the average high-rise apartment condominium being built or planned carries
a cost of from $190 to $250 per square
foot due to land values.8
The study reported that in the Chinatown area, a similar new condo building
would carry a land component from $90
to $175 per square foot. In Vancouver
West, the average land values for high
rise condos range from $175 to $250
per square foot.
In East Vancouver, the average land
component of new high-rise condo
apartment is now from $100 to $170 per
square foot.9
In Richmond, the land value component
of a new high-rise concrete apartment is
from $65 to $100 per square foot, while
in most of Burnaby it averages around
$90.
New Westminster is one of the more affordable markets with land costs ranging
from $30 to $75 per square foot for highrise residential buildings. In Central Surrey, the buildable-per-square foot value,
based on land prices, is from $18 to $25
per square foot.10 These land costs for
2015 and 2016 will undoubtedly be even
higher.

On July 27, 2015, the Financial Post reported “Residential land prices reached
new highs in Toronto in the second
quarter of 2015 as developers bet the
housing boom will continue in Canada’s
largest city, according to a new survey…. Residential land purchases accounted for 27 per cent of the $3.6 billion in property spending in the second
quarter, beating out other classes like
industrial, retail and office space.”11
In a new quarterly forecast on the housing market, Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corp. said it is upgrading the
risk of “problematic conditions” in the
country’s largest housing market to
“high” from “moderate” because it saw
evidence the market was heating up this
year even though home prices are already overpriced.12
Full details on housing market conditions in major cities across Canada are
contained in this edition of CMHC’s
Quarterly Results of its House Price
Analysis and Assessment Framework
for Canada and 15 Markets.13
The Credit Union Central reports that
land prices and land supply constraints
are driving most of the change in housing prices in Toronto.14

Growth in Land Costs
In Toronto, data on residential land prices was more difficult to tabulate, but
there is ample anecdotal information.
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Apartment Construction Price Index
Statistics Canada conducts an annual
survey of apartment construction price
indexes for seven census metropolitan
areas.
As illustrated in Figure 2, prices rose
rapidly in the 2001 to 2008 period and
from 2009 to 2014 after a decline
caused by the 2008 recession.
Figure 2: Apartment Construction Price Indexes, Seven CMAs, Toronto and Vancouver
(2002 = 100)

”Rental demand will be bolstered by
employment and population growth as
well as the relative affordability of rental
accommodation compared to home
ownership. A steady stream of people
moving to the region from other countries will contribute to population growth
and new household formation.”15
British Columbia has the lowest apartment vacancy rates in the country.
CMHC concluded that the exceptionally
high cost of home ownership in the
Vancouver CMA would force many people who have relocated to the area to
rent for a longer period before buying a
home.
In addition, high home prices and tighter
mortgage insurance qualification rules
for high ratio mortgages will likely keep
some would-be first-time home buyers
renting a little longer as they save for
their down payment.

Source: Statistics Canada, Table 327-0044

Apartment Vacancy Rates
In the Spring 2015 release of its rental
survey for Greater Vancouver, CMHC
forecasts rental vacancy rates to stay
low. “Demand for rental accommodation
in the Vancouver CMA will remain
strong over the next 18 months, keeping
purpose-built and condominium rental
vacancy rates at or slightly below one
per cent, similar to rates recorded in
2014.”

New, purpose-built rental construction
will continue to be very scarce in the region. High land prices in Vancouver as
well as expensive property management
costs severely limit the profitability of
high-rise rental accommodation.
As a result, investor-held condominiums
and other types of secondary rental accommodation provide much needed
new rental supply. The emergence of
mid-rise wood frame condominiums,
which are being marketed as being
cheaper than similar sized concrete
structures, may be especially appealing
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to first-time buyers who are on a tight
budget and often overlook longer term
life cycle costs, including expensive
strata insurance.
Summing Up
The demand for more affordable housing is a key driver in the growing trend
toward multi-unit mid-rise residential
structures constructed with wood or
mixed wood and concrete-based building products.
Part of the rationale for building with
wood, as seen by property developers
and consumers alike, is the belief that
building with wood is cheaper and construction times are faster than with noncombustible materials such as cast-inplace concrete, precast concrete, concrete blocks or insulated concrete forms.
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3.0

The Property Insurance
Market in Canada

As documented in the publication The
FACTS of the Property & Casualty
Insurance Industry, published by the Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC), insurance premiums are determined largely
on the basis of perceived risks, i.e. how
likely is it that a customer or group of
customers in a given area with the same
set of circumstances, will make a claim,
and how much will those claims cost?
Insurance underwriters set premiums
based on their best estimates of what
may be required to pay out in claims on
the policies in a given year.
Many factors are taken into consideration in estimating the likely pay out in
claims and risk exposure. For example,
structures in a high earthquake prone
region will command much higher premiums than for comparable structures in
low risk areas.

“Wood frame structures have a higher
burn rate and associated higher risks at
both the builders risk insurance and the
post construction P&C insurance for
strata / condo owners.”
Insurance Study Respondent

Other factors considered are fire risks
associated with materials used to construct a building, proximity to emergency
response services and facilities, claims
history of the principals involved, plus a

host of other more precise determinants
that often hinge on detailed local
knowledge assembled by individual brokers.
Insurers will assess the neighbourhood
where the asset is located, the frequency and types of past claims in that area,
replacement costs to restore a structure
to its previous condition, age of the roof,
the types of heating, electrical and
plumbing systems, details on management of the property and so much more.
The pooling of premiums across many
policyholders is often used to cover anticipated losses in a given time period,
as well as taxes, operating expenses
and expected profits. Rates are also affected by the current cost of capital, interest rates and the return on investments made by the insurance company
in the financial markets that are allowed
by the Office of the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions (OSFI).
Based on the foregoing, underwriters
set rates and policies to limit their risk
exposure in different markets, in different regions, and for different classes of
assets.
For example, an insurance company
may set a policy limiting the amount of
coverage it will provide for wood frame
mid-rise residential structures in a particular geographic area that differs from
the exposure acceptable for comparable
concrete buildings in the same area.
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Some insurance companies have vacated certain fields of coverage, which is
one of the factors that sparked this particular research project. There have
been numerous reports by industry
practitioners of great difficulty in securing adequate coverage for the construction and/or ongoing operation of wood
frame mid-rise residential structures.

“Insurance companies are reluctant to
underwrite combustible frame buildings.
There is no problem in getting rates for
concrete structures, but with wood, it is
difficult. Insurers are hesitant due to fire
risks.”
Insurance Study Respondent

As noted some companies have left the
field entirely for such assets. Others will
limit their exposure in each case, possibly commanding joint coverage from a
number of underwriters, which often
proves to be a major challenge for individual brokers.
Another set of factors affecting insurance premiums charged is the availability of re-insurance, in effect insurance
for insurers. Reinsurers, often international corporations, spread their risks by
supporting “primary” insurers in several
countries and in many regions around
the world. In return for premiums paid by
insurance companies to reinsurers they
can have a proportion of their claims
paid for them. Reinsurance provides
primary insurers with additional capital
and protection in the event of major
losses or catastrophes.

Growth of the Property Insurance
Market
In the Ernst and Young (EY) 2015 Canada Property-Casualty Insurance Outlook Report, the authors note that current economic and marketplace developments in Canada suggest a continuation of challenging and highly competitive property-casualty insurance conditions.
The report documents how historic low
interest rates, volatile investment returns and low gross domestic product
(GDP) growth, which have plagued the
industry in recent years, are forecast to
persist in the near future.
This in turn could adversely affect the
industry’s profit margins and premium
growth. Regulatory and accounting
changes continue to be a challenge.
Several large catastrophes have taken a
financial toll on the country’s insurers,
and which in turn have affected insurance rates. The report also notes that
Industry consolidation is occurring.
Major changes are underway between
independent brokers and service providers. Not only are insurers getting bigger, so also are the firms with whom
they deal.
Against this general backdrop there has
been significant growth in the market.
As shown in Figure 3, current dollar
property insurance expenditures grew
annually by 7.5% from 2007 to 2013. In
constant 2007 dollars, this annual
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growth was 3.5%, well above the overall
consumption rate of all items of 2.3%
during this period.

Superintendent of Financial Institutions
(OSFI).
A Note about Reinsurance

Part of this growth can be attributed to
the overall rise in the costs of housing,
both in the construction costs of buildings and in the costs of ongoing coverage. As well, consumers have much
higher expectations as to what they
want from their insurance providers.
Figure 3: Property Insurance Consumption,
Canada

Reinsurance is a process where one entity (the reinsurer) takes on all or part of
the risk covered under a policy issued
by an insurance company in consideration of a premium payment. In other
words, it is a form of an insurance cover
for insurance companies.16
Insurance companies take the support
of reinsurers when they do not have the
capacity to provide a cover on their own
or want to mitigate risks. For any given
insurance company, there is a possibility
that in a bad year, the total value of
claims may be greater than the premiums collected.

Source: Statistics Canada Household Expenditure Survey

Nonetheless, as noted by the Insurance
Bureau of Canada, consumers are often
confused about how premiums are set
and are unsure about what a premium
represents.
While insurance companies closely
monitor their payouts relative to their intake from premiums paid, their overall
profitability (and their rate setting policies) may be affected more by the returns on investments made by the insurance company in the financial markets that are allowed by the Office of the

If the losses are of a substantial magnitude, the net worth of any one insurance
company could be wiped out. It is to
avoid such risks that insurance companies take out reinsurance policies.
Property and casualty insurance companies in Canada are pushing more of
their risks on to reinsurers that are not
yet federally regulated and are often located offshore. Canada’s Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions
(OSFI) is concerned enough to conduct
a probe into the scope of this business.17
OSFI consider reinsurance to be a key
risk-mitigating tool that provides business and economic benefits for primary
insurers (and policyholders) through
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risk diversification and the more efficient
use of capital. “It can reduce insurers’
insolvency risk by stabilizing loss experience, increasing capacity, limiting exposure on specific risks, and / or protecting against catastrophes.”18
OSFI report that the majority of world
reinsurance capacity is provided by a
relatively small number of large global
reinsurance companies operating out of
select group of countries. This reinsurance landscape is also reflected in Canada, where a small number of mostly
foreign-based
enterprises
operate
through local branches or are conducting business directly from abroad.19
Reinsurance regulations vary considerably around the world. In certain jurisdictions, until recently reinsurers were not
regulated at all. As reinsurance is largely an international and very complex
business, regulators worldwide are coming to the conclusion that the regulatory
and supervisory framework for reinsurance “needs to adapt to allow reinsurance companies to operate more effectively at the global level, while at the
same time maintaining strong prudential
safeguards to protect the financial sys20
tem and policyholders”.
The benefits of reinsurance can only be
realized if the reinsurer is able to cover
its obligations on a timely basis. Past
experience has shown that unenforceable reinsurance contracts can contribute
to the ultimate failure of an insurer.

In particular, it is imperative for reinsurance contracts to be clear, and for the
ceding insurer to adequately assess the
strength of the reinsurer to whom it pays
a premium, as well as the adequacy of
the capital provision and/or vested assets associated with its assumed counterparty risk.
The uncertain global economy is a stern
reminder that insurers are facing severe
financial difficulties resulting from the
business risks they assume. “It has become increasingly clear that the regulation and supervision of insurers and reinsurers whether operating in Canada
directly or underwriting Canadian risks
from abroad should be balanced to reflect these risks.”21
The Canadian Underwriter magazine
recently reported that the low yield environment since the 2008 financial crisis
has attracted alternative sources of reinsurance capacity to the marketplace,
attracted in part to the perceived low
risk environment, diversification benefits
and the reliability and accuracy of risk
models provided by "Big Data" corpora22
tions in London and New York.
In 2015 A. M. Best published a Special
Report on Reinsurance titled "It is Not
Your Father's Reinsurance Market Anymore - the New Reality". The report
says reinsurance underwriters must become more conservative in assessing
risks and more diversified in their product offerings. In addition, underwriters
must seek a wider geographic reach.
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“The solid players will be the ones that
have been conservative in underwriting
and in reserving, have been able to develop a book of business that will remain
relevant for today’s market and that allows for quick shifts in and out of lines of
business depending on market conditions, as well as companies that have
created expertise in managing third23
party capital to their own advantage.”
“The winners will be able to walk away
from bad business; will have the capital
and expertise to write new, more complex lines of business; will provide the
products and services clients want in a
global economy; will be able to manage
the inflow of third-party capital to their
own benefit; and will be able to participate in the new era of consolidation
without being left out of the game.”24
While reinsurance underwriters are becoming more cautious in underwriting
risks, catastrophic loss risk analysis is
becoming more sophisticated, which
could have the impact of making reinsurance more difficult and expensive to
access in major communities that are
deemed to be high risk areas.

“Based on original research by the
Cambridge Centre for Risk Studies at
the University of Cambridge, the Lloyd’s
City Risk Index 2015-2025 presents the
“first ever analysis of economic output at
risk” from the disasters in 301 major cities across the globe, Lloyd’s said in a
statement. The report takes the first five
years of lost economic output as the
standard measure of GDP at risk from
26
an event.”
Figure 4 summarizes the key risk factors
and potential GDP costs in billions of US
dollars. A potential market crash, cyberattacks and human pandemics top the
list for these three cities.
Surprisingly earthquakes are at the lower end of the top five risks, and Montreal
according to Lloyd’s poses a slightly
higher risk of $0.79 bn USD as opposed
to $0.50 bn USD for Vancouver.27
This new reality by major insurance and
reinsurance underwriters could drive up
property and casualty rates in Canada,
and especially in Montreal, Toronto and
Vancouver. In this new reality, manmade perils trump the perils of nature.

Lloyd’s25 has developed a comprehensive risk index that encompasses major
possible catastrophic losses including
earthquakes, pandemics, wind storms,
major floods, terrorism including cyberattacks and for the first time economic
meltdowns.
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Figure 4: Key Risk Factors and Potential GDP costs in Billions of US Dollars

The differences and nuances of insurance rates for wood frame and concrete
mid-rise buildings may become cloudier
in light of the larger and much higher
risk catastrophic perils.
It is therefore more imperative that underwriters b e better informed of the
more “micro” risks at the ground level if
the potential hazard, repair and operating and maintenance costs are to be
properly factored into the rate setting.
The research reflected in the following
pages provides a statistical baseline
profile particularly associated with costs
and risks involved in the construction
and operations of both high-rise woodbased structures and those built with
cast-in-place concrete, precast concrete, concrete blocks or insulated concrete forms.

Summing Up
The bottom line is that property insurance risks and claims, especially for water damage are growing rapidly, yet, in
spite of this growth, builders and property owners may not fully understand the
levels of risks that are involved with their
purchase of property insurance and their
long-term liability exposure.
In particular, they may not understand
why the rates they must pay for insurance coverage are determined largely
by institutions far removed from the local
scene, and are based on factors that are
far greater and less sensitive to local
conditions or subtleties such as building
materials used or best practices employed.
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Builders, Strata and
Condo Owners Insurance

4.0

Builders, strata and condominium owners purchase insurance as a hedge
against
unforeseen
circumstances.
Insurance companies assess the various risks involved and set their rates
accordingly.
This section of the report discusses the
range of insurance coverage that is relevant to the entire condominium value
chain including construction, strata
management and individual unit ownership.
Contractors’ Insurance
Contractor’s insurance is a special type
of property insurance, which indemnifies
against damage to buildings while they
are under construction. Contractors
generally are required to carry the following types of insurance during building construction or renovations:





Commercial General Liability /
Wrap-Up Liability
Course of Construction / Builders
Risk
Contractor Supplied Equipment
Equipment Breakdown Insurance
/ Boiler & Machinery Insurance

Liability Insurance
Liability insurance, commonly known as
a Commercial General Liability Policy
(CGL), is an annual policy covering all
areas of the contractor’s operations. It
involves Third Party Property Damage

involving someone else’s property and
damage due to negligence of the insured including 3rd party bodily injury.
The Insured party must be legally liable.
Compensatory damages only are covered. No punitive damages are paid.
Liability insurance includes coverage for
liability arising from past work. The premiums are based on the annual revenue
of company seeking insurance. Different
ratings are applied to different types of
work (even when done by the same
contractor).
Wrap-Up Liability is project-specific
general liability coverage. All contractors, subcontractors and consultants are
insured. It does not cover off site occurrences.
Wrap-Up Liability insurance often provides 24 month completed operations
coverage. Project Wrap-Up policy premiums are based on contract values of
$1.00 to $1.75 per thousand of construction cost per year, though rates can
vary with the scope of the work required.28
Course of Construction (Builder’s
Risk) Insurance
Builder’s risk insurance, or Course of
Construction Insurance, covers buildings under construction. Such policies
normally include as ‘named insureds’
the project owner, the general contractor, and all subcontractors, all of whom
are deemed to have an insurable interest in the project.
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The general contractor and the subcontractors have an interest in the building
until they have been paid for their work
and materials.
The project owner’s interest in the building increases as construction progresses and as the owner makes payments to
the contractors.29 Policies normally cover the building from the time the project
begins until the structure is completed.
All materials and supplies that become
part of the building are included.
Builders risk policies usually cover losses caused by any peril that is not specifically excluded. Flood, Earthquake and
Equipment Breakdown Coverage are
purchased as an add-on to the Builders
Risk policies. Typically all lenders require these coverages to be included in
the project insurance.30
A builder’s risk policy is intended to provide coverage for property damage to
the building during its construction. This
includes damage caused by a natural
event (such as lightning) as well as
damage caused by a covered peril
(such as fire) caused by the negligence
of the owner or a contractor.
Construction Risks
The following discussion identifies and
elaborates on both fire and building envelope breach risks that builders face
during the construction phase of their
operations.

Fire Risks
Fire risks are paramount in underwriting
Course of Construction insurance. Construction classes divide structures into
categories of differing resistance to fire.
Historically, this has been achieved by
categorizing buildings according to the
‘combustibility’ of their materials of construction. However, the fire safety of a
building is more complicated – the characteristics of the entire system must be
taken into account, particularly with today’s construction methods and materials.
During the discussions on changing
building codes, the Ontario Coalition for
Fair Construction Practices stated that
any potential changes (regarding Ontario Building Codes and wood frame six
storey structures) must address all safety and fire implications and do so
through the normal code process.
The fires that destroyed several multistorey wood buildings under construction over the last few years included an
incident in Kingston, Ontario where a
crane operator had to be heli-rescued.
Other incidents in Richmond (BC), Edmonton and Calgary demonstrate how
dangerous and unsafe wood-frame
buildings can be while under construction. Such buildings were seen as being
very dangerous with significant safety
and, public and private liability issues
along with other consequences.31
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Building Envelope Breaches

Higher Insurance Rates

Another risk associated with this type of
construction, often overlooked because
it is less immediate than fire, is building
envelope breaches. Building envelope
breaches lead to issues of water ingress, mold and mildew, which can pose
long-term health concerns and respiratory issues.

In British Columbia, wood frame course
of construction insurance rates runs significantly higher per month (depending
on the availability of fire protection) in
comparison to concrete construction
rates. Even when constructed with a fully functional sprinkler system, rates are
still considerably higher for wood frame
than for concrete. While insurance coverage may be available, it is not always
easy to obtain, or may not cover the desired terms and rates.

Buildings under construction need to be
protected from rain penetration and
damage from moisture, especially in
moist climate areas such as in British
Columbia, where rain and humidity are
prevalent. Where rain exposure has occurred, contractors are called on to take
adequate measures to ensure that
damp wood is properly dried before vapour barriers are installed.
Failing to do so can lead to major problems down the road. The importance of
such practices is pointedly stressed in
the CMHC Canadian Wood Frame
House Construction publication.32
“Vertical wood members exposed to the
weather during construction can dry relatively quickly after wetting but horizontal components need more time to dry.
After rain, wood members must be allowed to air dry before being enclosed.
Allow sufficient time and ventilation for
the materials inside wall cavities to dry
to an acceptable level before installing
the vapour barrier.”

Other factors of note include:


Capacity: the amount of capital an
insurance company would be able to
put up on a given risk at a time
drives up insurance rates. More insurance companies may be needed
to provide adequate coverage for big
projects.



Projects using non-combustible materials such as concrete might get
rate credits based on the size of the
risk, whereas insurers tend to push
up the rates for wood, particularly for
larger projects.



The insurance marketplace for midrise construction could get worse if
the industry, in its infancy, sees an
increase in claims resulting from fire
related, injuries and deaths. It may
still be available, but at premium
prices.
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Figure 5 illustrates a sampling of Course
of Construction builders risk insurance
rates for both mid-rise wood frame and
concrete buildings. And, based on our
interviews, underwriters and insurance
companies are often reluctant to write
up a builders risk policy involving wood.
But when they do, there is usually a
higher amount of the risk directed at the
reinsurance markets.
The availability and costs of insurance
for mid-rise wood frame constructed
buildings are at a premium compared to
similar costs for buildings constructed
from non-combustible materials such as
concrete or masonry.
In addition to materials-related insurance costs, underwriters are becoming
increasingly concerned about catastrophic risks such as possible earthquakes and flooding.33
Figure 5: Course of Construction, Builders
Risk Insurance Rates per $100 Monthly

In a brochure on Builders Risk Insurance for the Boston area, RS Means
published that the fire insurance portion
of insurance ranges from 7 to 11 times
higher for wood frame than for Fire Resistive materials including concrete.
These rate differentials are similar to
what GLOBE has found through interviews with senior underwriters for Metro
Vancouver.
Strata / Condo Insurance
In British Columbia, as in most provinces, commercial buildings and residential
properties must have commercial insurance coverage. The Strata Property Act
sets out minimum requirements for
building policies. It also stipulates that
the strata corporation must review annually the adequacy of its insurance,
and report on the coverage at each annual general meeting. In addition, strata
owners must have insurance policies for
their own units.
A strata corporation's building policy typically covers:






Source: Data drawn from Confidential Interviews and Cana34

dian Wood Council

The buildings shown on the strata
plan
Common property
Fixtures built or installed as part of
the original construction such as
floor and wall coverings, electrical
and plumbing fixtures
Strata assets such as furniture and
equipment
Liability of the strata corporation for
claims of property damage and bodily injury suffered by others.
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Equally important risk coverage available to strata corporations is earthquake
insurance. Earthquake deductibles can
run in the range of 10% to 15% of the
appraised value of the building.
For example, on a 50 unit building valued at $15 million, a 10% earthquake
deductible would be $1.5 million, or
$30,000, on average for each of the 50
owners. Owners can purchase this coverage as part of their unit policies to
cover their share of the earthquake deductible (see the next section). In this
scenario, their unit policies would cover
their share of the earthquake deductible.
Individual Owner Policies
Just as builders purchase insurance to
offset the risk of a fire or other major
losses, and strata’s purchase insurance
for major losses including fire and water
damage, individual condominium owners purchase insurance that meets their
particular needs. A strata unit policy typically covers:





The owner's personal property such
as clothing, household items and
furniture
Upgrades to the unit (for example,
custom hardwood flooring, kitchen
and bathroom upgrades)
Additional living expenses over and
above the normal cost of living in the
event of an insured loss
Personal liability for any bodily injury
or property damage unintentionally
caused to others

Building deductible coverage
Deductible assessment coverage is an
additional coverage that has become
increasingly important in light of the increasing cost and frequency of waterdamage claims.
For example, if the building is damaged
due to a water leak, the strata corporation would generally file a water damage
claim with its own insurance company.
But not all damage costs may be covered and individual unit owners could be
liable. Strata corporations typically add
to the bylaws a stipulation that if a claim
is triggered under the Strata Corporation's policy - the deductible that applies
will be passed back to the unit owner
that is responsible for the damage.
As described in an Abacus study for Allstate Canada, 61% of buyers did not
know that if a fire or leaky pipe occurs in
their unit, they may be held personally
responsible for damages that are not in
the condominium insurance policy, potentially rendering them at great financial risk. The Allstate/Abacus survey
found that many condo owners are not
asking the right questions about their
insurance liability when purchasing their
condo.
Allstate Canada found that only 34 per
cent of condo owners asked the condominium corporation if they had recently
increased their requirement for what
should be covered by a condo owner's
personal insurance.
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In addition to the fact that many consumers are unaware of insurance risks
when buying condominiums, property
insurance costs for homeowners and
renters have been escalating rapidly.
Underwriters Risk
Insurance underwriters must examine a
myriad of risks and perils when determining insurance rates for both Course
of Construction (Builders Risk) and Strata Insurance. The type of building material (wood frame versus concrete) is an
important component of determining risk
perils; however, other factors are at
play, including the reputation of the
builder, geographical location and building size.
Fire is the most important risk peril,
which results in insurance rates that
range from 5 to 10 times for wood frame
versus concrete structures. Geographic
location is a key risk factor, especially in
British Columbia and the Ottawa / Montreal corridor, where earthquake risk is
high. Wood frame buildings in such areas command a significantly higher fire
peril than concrete.
As noted earlier, some insurance and
reinsurance companies are reluctant to
participate in strata insurance involving
wood frame condominiums and those
that do offset the risks with significant
levels of reinsurance and higher deductibles (See Section 3).
The reputation of the strata manager
and the claims history of the strata are

both important in underwriting the insurance risks. High risk strata units may be
forced to carry very high deductibles,
often in cases where water damage is
an issue. One expert that was interviewed reported that this deductible
could be as high as $200,000 per incident, which can present a substantial
burden on condo owners’ insurance
rates and their individual liability exposures. Our interviews revealed that
some strata buildings, managers do not
report smaller incidents of water damage either because these are below the
deductible threshold or for fear that insurance rates or deductibles may rise.
This can, and often does, lead to poorly
done repairs and inadequate water remediation measures, which in turn leads
to substantial health and property damage risks over the longer term.
Catastrophic Risk Planning
Catastrophic losses are insured losses
from natural disasters that total $25 million or more. In 2014, catastrophic losses plus loss adjustment expenses accounted for approximately $925 million
in Canada, making this the sixth year in
a row that insured losses were close to
or more than $1 billion.
Weather continues to play havoc with
insurance claims. A recurrent theme in
recent years has been menacing floods
and water-related insurance claims.
“In 2014, flooding made the list again as
biblical-sized deluges in the Eastern
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Prairies, initiated by copious rains over
three days in mid-June, resulted in one
of Canada’s few billion-dollar disasters.

For each of the past six years, they
have been near or above $1 billion in
Canada. See Figure 6.

Insurance claims reached a quarter of a
billion dollars when snow, ice pellets,
rain and freezing rain plunged parts of
Central and Eastern Canada into days
of cold and darkness. Ontario government payouts alone exceeded $200 million and counting, while the cleanup of
branches and debris continued throughout the year.”35

In 2012, losses hit $1.2 billion and in
2013, losses reached an historic $3.4
billion due to floods in Alberta and Toronto. In 2014, losses again approached
$1 billion. By comparison, insured losses averaged $400 million a year over
the 25-year period from 1983 to build.36

Property damage caused by severe
weather is a leading cause of property
insurance claims. It often exceeds fire
damage in some areas. The increase in
insured losses (losses covered by insurance) from natural catastrophes has
been a long-term trend. Payouts from
extreme weather have more than doubled every five to 10 years since the
1980s.

A large-scale earthquake has the potential to be the most serious natural disaster to happen in Canada. British Columbia and the Quebec City-MontrealOttawa corridor are particularly susceptible. A major earthquake in either of
these regions would have severe economic implications (and insurance exposure) for the region and for the country as a whole.

Figure 6: Catastrophic Losses in Canada, 1983 to 2014 (Billions of Dollars)

Source: 2015 Facts of the Property and Casualty Insurance Industry in Canada
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Rising Property Insurance Rates
Home insurance rates are rising.
According to Canadian Underwriter
Magazine, Intact Insurance raised its
rates by 15% to 20% in early 2014. TD
Insurance increased its rates by 10% to
15% the previous year. The Insurance
Bureau of Canada does not provide national data on growth rates for premiums, but acknowledges that home insurance claims are on the rise.
According to a May 2015 article in Money Sense, “Between 1995 and 1999, the
IBC says the average total amount
claimed per year in Canada was $2.87
billion, and that amount has risen steadily ever since, hitting $5.72 billion per
year between 2010 and 2014 (all
amounts in 2014 dollars).”37
“Weather events that used to happen
once every 40 years are now happening
once every six years,” says Sharon Ludlow, president of Aviva Canada. These
more frequent and more severe storms
are pushing up claim costs, which result
in higher premiums.
The 2013 Alberta flood alone resulted in
$4.8 billion in economic losses, explains
Barbara Turley-McIntyre, senior director
at the Co-operators. “The clean-up bill
came to $1.9 billion — the single most
costly disaster in Canadian history.”38
Catastrophic losses from raging storms
and unstable weather systems are worrisome enough, but the situation is get-

ting worse due to seriously aging infrastructure. Canadian cities have expanded rapidly; paved over land that previously drained away water has overloaded aging storm drain systems.
Historical data on specific strata property and casualty insurance is not published by the Insurance Bureau of Canada, but the individual insurance companies prepare Management, Development and Analysis reports on risk assessments.
The increasing cost of weather related
catastrophic claims and global uncertainties in fixed asset and interest rate
sensitive markets are discussed often
as risks that are driving up rates, as is a
potential mega-earthquake in the West
Coast and/or the Ottawa Montreal corridor.
The Insurance Bureau of Canada, while
it does not publish individual property
rates, does tabulate data in its annual
Fact Book on total premiums for both
personal and commercial property insurance.
These annual premiums are shown on a
per household basis for personal property insurance and on a square metre
floor space basis for commercial property insurance.39 Personal property insurance per household in Canada grew
annually by 6.1 percent from 2001 to
2014. Commercial property insurance
per thousand square metres grew annually by 2.7 percent during this period
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(See Figures 7 and 8). Both the personal and commercial property insurance
charts show strongly rising trend lines.
Figure 7: Property Insurance per Household,
Canada

Source: The Insurance Bureau of Canada, 2015 Fact Book

Figure 8: Commercial Property Insurance per
1,000 Square Metres

Strata / Condo Operating &
Maintenance Risks
Over the life cycle of a condominium,
successful operating and maintenance
of the building is critical. In addition to
normal maintenance and repair of
plumbing, electricity, flooring and painting in common areas, roofing, water and
mold management is equally or more
critical. Moisture exposure, prevalent in
British Columbia and Central Canada,
potentially facilitates mold growth.
“Mold can cause any number of health
issues among building occupants, including coughing, wheezing and nasal
congestion, as well as eye, skin and
throat irritations. If a mold allergy is severe, exposure can be fatal”40.
Mold results when building materials
become wet and allow the spores to
germinate, grow and multiply. Mold
grows on most building materials but
particularly so on wood, especially if it
has high moisture content.

Source: The Insurance Bureau of Canada, 2015 Fact Book

According to the Insurance Information
Institute, U.S. homeowner insurance
rates grew at an annual rate of 4.2%
from 2004 to 2012, slightly lower than
the Canadian rate increases.

Other potential areas for mold growth
include ceiling tiles, drywall, carpets,
and paper products. Leaky roofs and
indoor plumbing problems facilitate mold
growth.
Mold prospers in dark, moist environments and is often hidden from view. “A
moisture meter can be a useful tool for
measuring the moisture content of materials such as wood, brick, concrete, insulation and carpet.
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Water-damaged areas must be thoroughly inspected. This may involve looking into wall cavities, behind drywall,
under carpets and above ceiling tiles.” 41
One cannot understate the importance
of ensuring that wood frame buildings
are constructed properly to minimize
those factors that can give rise to mold
associated with the bio deterioration of
wood.
As noted by P.I. Morris, a Wood Preservation Scientist specializing in Composites and Treated Wood Products for
Forintek Canada Corp., the economic
and health consequences are simply far
too high.
“Annual

losses from decay in lumber
used for construction purposes in
Vancouver, and British Columbia
generally, assume large proportions;
much of this loss is preventable. The
damp climate of the coastal region is
especially conducive to decay, and it
is not sufficiently realized that timber
construction methods which may be
suitable in other parts of Canada (for
example the Prairie Provinces, where
the weather is hot and dry in the
summer and quite cold in the winter)
are not suited to this region.”42
The Insurance Bureau of Canada has
estimated that water damage cost insurers in excess of $1.7 billion per year.
Claims from sewer back up and basement flooding comprise a significant portion of this figure. However water damage can also be caused by burst plumbing pipes and ice damming.

Regardless, water damage can result in
expensive clean up and repair bills.
Some of these losses are covered under
residential insurance policies and others
are not.
Summing Up
Because of the myriad of factors in
play, both in terms of the assessment of
the risk factors relating to a particular
project and the risk limitation policies of
particular insurance companies, it is
often hard to define precisely the exact
rate differentials that will be levied between wood frame and concrete buildings. Combined, these many factors
bear significantly on the policies and
rates set by underwriters for property
insurance for both construction and ongoing operations.
That few outside the insurance industry
fully understand these dynamics is not
surprising. But for the purposes of our
analysis, they represent issues that
must be dealt with to build better awareness of the factors that influence insurance rates, and how rate differentials
between different classes of buildings
can be lessened through proper construction practices and better strata
management
during
the
postconstruction life of a building.
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5.0

Property Insurance and
Water Damage

Water damage is currently the number
one cause of residential insurance
claims and accounts for approximately
40% of total claims payouts.
Water damage can result from a broken
pipe, an overflowing toilet, a leaky roof,
a leaky building envelope, or from a
sewer backup. The damage may be so
extensive that the home is unlivable
while repairs are being made and belongings are cleaned or replaced.

sewer system that is unable to deal with
large amounts of water within a short
time period, results in a lot of homes experiencing damage."
Catastrophes like overland flooding are
on the increase. According to Environment Canada, severe weather events
that used to happen every 40 years can
now be expected to occur every six
years. In 2014, Aviva Canada paid out
$180 million in water damage claims, a
189% increase compared to 2004, and
a 57% increase compared to 2012.

Even a very small amount of water or
sewage material can create a significant
problem. A wet building has a high risk
of mold development and health risks to
the people living in it that are highly susceptible to mold-related illnesses.

A comparison of the average cost of water damage claims by province is included in Figure 9. (In 2004, Edmonton
experienced what was the province's
worst overland flooding event in its history, explaining the negative comparison
number for Alberta).

As previously noted, the Insurance Bureau of Canada has estimated that
water damage cost insurers in excess of
$1.7 billion per year. In 2014, water
damage claims accounted for 44% of
dollars paid out on all Aviva Canada
property damage claims, compared with
39% in 2004.

A provincial breakdown of the increase
in the average cost of water damage
claims from 2002 to 2012 is included in
Figure 10. The data highlights that BC
and Ontario has seen the highest percentage in the average cost of a water
damage claim over the last ten years.

The average cost per residential water
damage claim has increased significantly, going from $11,709 in 2004 to
$16,070 in 2014, a 37% increase. Aviva
reported that “The increasing investment
Canadians are putting into their basements, combined with more frequent
severe weather events and an aging

The data also shows that the average
cost of water damage claims rose
117%, from $7,192 in 2002 to over
$15,500 in 2012, a year in which the
company paid out over $111 million in
property water damage claims.
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Figure 9: Rising Water Damage Claims

Source: Aviva Canada; note, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, PEI
and the territories were grouped due to small number of
claims.

Figure 10: Percentage Increase in Average
Cost of Water Damage Claims from 2002 to
2012, Aviva Canada

Source: Aviva Canada

According to Intact, since the introduction of home insurance, the size, design
and uses of space within homes has
changed significantly. The average single family home almost tripled in size
from 800 square feet in 1950 up to
2,300 square feet in 2005. The average
home built today is now 1,900 square
feet. The functional space within homes
has also changed. The concept of a finished basement is relatively new and
one of the more significant changes
from the 1950s.

Once used to store junk or stack canned
goods, basements are increasingly finished and furnished living spaces. The
materials now used in semi or fully developed basements, along with the furniture, possessions and often electronics
can be costly to replace if water damage
does occur.
The Canadian Institute of Actuaries engaged KPMG to conduct a research report, Water Damage Risk and Canadian
Property Insurance Pricing, February
2014.
The report concluded “In recent years,
damage from water and other climaterelated perils have emerged to replace
fire and theft as the largest source of
claim costs for Canada’s property and
casualty (P&C) insurers. Systematic underpricing of water damage risk threatens insurance company profitability and
capital and has the potential to lead to
property insurance availability issues for
both personal and commercial property
products”.43
Historically, actuaries have conducted
rate-making analyses for property insurance using traditional methods in which
historical claims are developed to an ultimate basis and adjusted for trend to
the prospective policy period. Provisions
for catastrophes and large claims (such
as those associated with water damage)
are added as loadings based on the
long-term experience of the insurer.
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Many believe that historical claims may
no longer be predictive of future claims
due to:






Climate change
Aging and inadequate infrastructure
Lifestyle changes
Construction-related issues
Human behaviour

The majority of insurers contacted by
KPMG for its study indicated that water
damage currently represents the principal source of claims, and some suggested that this is the result of an increase in the frequency and severity of
precipitation. Figure 11 presented by the
Insurance Bureau of Canada for a Fire
Safety Forum in Quebec is indicative of
industry trends for Canada. Water damage is the leading cause of loss with respect to both the number of claims and
the paid dollars of claims. One of every
two dollars paid by home insurers is for
damage caused by water.
Figure 11: Quebec
Claims, 2011

Personal

Insurance

Source: Water Damage Risk and Canadian Property Insurance Pricing, February 2014 Insurance Bureau of Canada

The water damage risk report also concluded that “climate change has ripple
effects in the soundness of infrastructure. Climate change threatens the ability of engineers to safely and effectively
design infrastructure to meet the needs
of Canadians.”
Climate change is having a similar impact in the United States. The Insurance
Information Institute reported that, from
2009 to 2013, 1.79 persons per 100
submitted a water damage claim. Three
and two tenths (3.2) people per hundred
submitted a claim for wind and hail
damage. Only 0.4 people per 100 submitted a claim for fire damage.
As noted, there has been tremendous
growth in the number of condominium
developments in Western Canada and
Ontario, particularly in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). The increase in condominiums has been accompanied by
an increase in water damage claims.
The “leaky condo” problems in British
Columbia are well-known across the
country and around the world.
Water damage for condominiums is becoming more evident beyond simply the
exterior shells of the buildings. Condominiums are experiencing a significant
number of claims from inside water
damage for a variety of reasons. One
reason is that laundry facilities have
been moved out of basements and into
owners’ units. A rupture in the pipe in
one unit can have repercussions for
many neighboring units.
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Similarly, dishwashers are now a common feature in most condominium units,
and a burst pipe, water seepage, or malfunction in the machinery that leads to
water damage in one unit frequently
damages other units as well. The quality
of construction materials has also been
a cited reason for water damage losses
in condominiums.
Another contributing factor, classified as
a lifestyle change, is that people are
spending time away from home for
much longer and more frequent periods
than in the past. Thus, there is less time
and attention paid to dwellings and to
dwelling repairs in particular; extended
periods of time away from a residence
allow more time for seeping and burst
pipes resulting in damage that is not mitigated close to the time of occurrence.
A KPMG water research report commented on the impact of property insurance. The study reported that the growing trends in water damage claims are
extremely alarming to property insurers.
This trend is being attributed to climate
change, aging and inadequate infrastructure, and lifestyle changes. Mold
risk is a serious related issue.

A 2011 Zurich Help Point White Paper
on Water Damage Prevention notes:
”Water damage is the number one
source of property claims for owners of
high-rise residences, hotels, office buildings, retail establishments and other
commercial structures. Leakages can
create problems for property owners
and managers at any time of year and
during any point in a facility’s life cycle.
What often starts out as a small, undetected leak can quickly spread down
through a building, travelling the route of
least resistance and at a great distance
from its original source, making detection extremely difficult.” 45
Summing Up
One of the key points about insurance
rate setting emerging from this research
was the importance of moisture control,
both during construction and over the
life of an insured asset. Indeed, the importance of moisture management could
emerge as one of the most important
takeaway conclusions of this research.

There is a concern that inadequate pricing for water damage in property products could threaten the financial condition of an insurer. “A financially weak
insurance company is a threat to its policyholders, to the public at large, and to
the insurance industry”.44
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6.0

Builders Warranty

Many property developers and buyers of
newly constructed residential units take
comfort in the fact that for a period of
time builders are liable for repairs that
can be attributed to faulty workmanship
or construction. That comfort may not be
fully warranted, as many warranty
claims are not accepted or are not fully
resolved.
Regarding warranty protection, British
Columbia has the Homeowner Protection Act and Alberta has the New Home
Buyer Protection Act. The BC and
Alberta programs are referred to as 2-510 New Home Warranty and 1-2-5-10
respectively.
Other provinces also have various forms
of warranty programs. Ontario has the
New Home Warranties Plan Act. Quebec has the Guaranteed Plan for New
Residential Buildings. For purposes of
this report, the discussion is focused on
the builders’ warranty in British Columbia and how it interacts with strata property insurance claims during the builders
warranty period.
British Columbia 2-5-10 New Home
Warranty
BC’s warranty program has 2, 5 and 10
year components. Materials and labour
are covered in the first two years, including electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning delivery and
distribution systems.

It also includes coverage for any defect
in materials and labour supplied for the
exterior cladding, caulking, windows and
doors that may lead to detachment or
material damage to the new home.
The Building Envelope Warranty covers
building envelope for up to five years for
defects in the building envelope of a
new home, including a defect, which
permits unintended water penetration
such that it causes, or is likely to cause,
material damage to the new home.
The Ten Year Structural Defects Warranty covers any defect in materials and
labour that result in the failure of a loadbearing part of the new home. It also
covers a defect that causes structural
damage that materially and adversely
affects the use of the new home for residential occupancy.
Warranty Claims and Strata / Condo
Property Insurance
Travellers Canada Insurance published
Questions and Answers regarding home
warranty issues and insurance claims. A
relevant question and answer is as follows.
Question: “If a defect causes damage
to other things in my home, does the
warranty cover that damage too?”
Answer: “The warranty covers the repair of valid defects and any damage
resulting to components of the new
home supplied by the builder.”
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“As an example if a pipe leaks due to
faulty installation and causes damage to
drywall and flooring supplied by the
builder, that resulting damage will be
covered. If the leak also causes damage
to an owner-supplied rug, however, that
damage would not be covered under our
warranty (but may be covered by a
homeowner’s property insurance policy).”46

disallowed as it was submitted one minute past the deadline.

In other words, property damage that
results from defects in materials and
construction are covered providing that
the builder supplied the property, which
was damaged.

Multi-unit building registrations reached
a peak in 2007, fell substantially in 2008
and 2009 and grew slowly from 2010 to
2013, with a slight decline in 2014.

Areas not covered include water damage from an overflowing dishwasher,
washing machine or toilet overflowing. A
crack in a concrete wall during the warranty period would be covered under
warranty, as would any damage to the
original material supplied by the builder.
The coverage does not include new material including flooring or other supplies
purchased by either the strata or the
condo owner that was not included in
the original purchase. Based on discussions with strata building managers,
these warranty time frames are absolute. One strata manager that was interviewed said she had a warranty claim

British Columbia’s Home Warranty
Insurance Claims
In 2014, there were 16,062 registered
new homes in multi-unit buildings in British Columbia. These multi-unit building
warranty registrations accounted for 58
percent of all non-rental buildings.

In that year 296 claims from 3,636
claims received were actually paid.
However, 1,857 claims were “resolved
by builder”.
These statistics do not reflect the degree of difficulty that a homeowner faces
when negotiating his or her claim “to be
resolved by builder” other than it is statistically “resolved”.
The key message about builder’s warranties is “Buyer Be Aware”. The complexities of the process are daunting and
are subject to stringent contract law, as
are virtually all insurance claims.
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7.0

Detailed Findings Building
Types and Associated
Risks

This section reflects findings from discussions and research on building practices and types that affect the setting of
insurance rates, the availability of insurance coverage and the levels of deductibles that are imposed by insurers.

steel and almost 8 percent for wood
structures, a fact that contributes to
landfill sites that are already at critical
capacity in most areas of the country.47
Figure 12: Percent of Each Building Type
Demolished Because of Fire Damage

Fire Perils and Building Types
Our research finds that for two identical
buildings, except one being wood frame
and the other concrete, the fire peril rate
for strata insurance is 50% higher for
wood than concrete, excluding other
risks. The key issue with setting strata
insurance rates is that in a fire, wood
frame structures generally are a total
loss, whereas for concrete, the financial
loss is only partial. This loss exposure
factor pushes the rates higher.
For example, a wood roof is highly problematic in terms of fire risk, much more
so than a flat roof typically used for concrete buildings. Heavy cross-laminated
beams on a wood frame building char
on the outside during a fire and are
more fire resistant than conventional
lumber. But it is the heavy use of highly
flammable Oriented Strand Board (OSB)
that creates additional problems.
A 2013 report by Dr. Jim Bowyer, Life
Cycle Cost Analysis of Non-Residential
Buildings, noted that only 1 percent of
concrete buildings are demolished because of fire compared to 10 percent for

Water Damage Perils and Building
Types
Moisture management is a difficult and
expensive process when building wood
frame structures. Finished lumber has
15% to 20% moisture content directly
from the kiln. If the building being constructed is covered too tightly with a tarp
that does not breathe, the lack of air
flow encourages mold.
However, in the absence of any moisture protection measures, wood timber
can and will get wet from rain, and can
and will suffer moisture damage leading
to mold and/or dry rot.
The optimum form of moisture protection involves the use of porous materials
that allows for some air exchange, but
still protects the wood from moisture.
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Because this can be more expensive it
would negate any supposed cost of
construction advantage of wood over
concrete, which perhaps explains why it
is not being followed in some areas.
Water damage reacts differently in wood
frame buildings than for concrete structures. The water runs everywhere in a
frame building and gets into everything.
Often time in wood frame structures,
water-related problems are not apparent
for some time, whereas in concrete
buildings such problems become evident much earlier.
In addition, the increased use of OSB
materials in wood frame buildings has
proven to be a serious moisture related
issue.
As one casualty expert reported during
our interviews, it takes very little water to
get trapped in OSB boards to create
mold spores. The wood eventually
crumbles and turns black. The mold
then spreads onto the drywall. Insulation
is affected as well and is soon rendered
useless.
In extreme cases, the entire exterior
wood cladding can be seriously compromised by mold. This is not the case
for concrete buildings. Concrete generates less black mold and does not get
dry rot. Mold damage in concrete structures is less than is the case for comparable wood buildings.

Water can be a major problem if it gets
inside any building, whether wood frame
or concrete, though, concrete dries out
faster after it gets wet. In reality after
any major water incident the totality of
the cost to deal with the damage may be
indistinguishable between wood frame
and concrete buildings.
Water damage in either structure can
lead to major financial losses for laminated flooring, carpets, etc., and both
will require the use of fans for drying
and mold resistance chemical treatment.
Mold can become a major downstream
problem for wood frame buildings following a water incident if the remediation
company failed to bring in fans to adequately dry everything or did not conduct any mold resistance chemical
treatment. Insurance companies often
will insist on this.
Operating Costs and Building Types
Our research and interviews have concluded that wood frame structures are
significantly less durable than concrete
and often have significantly higher operating and maintenance costs. There is
some evidence to show that wood frame
structures are less durable than concrete and have a tendency for higher
operating and maintenance costs.
For example, an asphalt shingle roof
normally associated with wood frame
has to be replaced every 15 to 20 years,
whereas a metal roof used on concrete
buildings may last up to 50 years.
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Wood has to be treated and/or painted if
it is to maintain its structural qualities
and integrity. The table below illustrates

the useful economic life of wood frame
and non-combustible buildings including
concrete.

Figure 13: Useful Life Span of Wood Frame and Non-Combustible Buildings

Framing System
Concrete Framing System:
- Masonry Exterior
- Metal Clad
Steel Framing System:
- Masonry Exterior
- Metal Clad
Wood Framing System:
- Metal Clad
- Wood Siding

Life Span in Years
45-60
40-50
40-50
40-50
35-45
35-60

Source: Guidelines for Life Cycle Costing on State Building Projects

A building with wood framing and metal
cladding is expected to have an economic life of 35 to 45 years compared to
45 to 50 years for a concrete frame
building with masonry or architectural
precast exterior. Unfortunately the research is scarce on comparing precise
maintenance costs over the life cycle of
wood frame versus concrete buildings.
One such study was prepared by the
United States Government Audit Office,
which conducted an audit of the US Army’s greater use of wood frame buildings rather than concrete structures.
The audit did not declare a winner regarding long-term maintenance costs. It
did reiterate that better data must be
kept on these longer term maintenance
costs.

The following is a summary of the audit’s conclusions:
“The Army appears to have achieved some
savings in selected construction projects by
expanding the use of wood materials and
modular construction methods for some of
its facilities, but GAO found little quantitative
data on whether the use of these materials
and methods will result in savings over the
long term compared to the traditional use of
steel, concrete, and masonry materials and
on-site building methods.” 48

In addition to the US government audit
of the Army’s greater use of wood frame
structures and possible reductions or
increases in operating costs, an expert
that was interviewed commented that
“Wood structures are significantly less
durable than concrete and have significantly higher operating and maintenance costs.
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According to select interviewees, the
existing wood frame structures have not
stood up very well and are getting run
down and are near the end of their useful life. Concrete washrooms and showers involve much less maintenance, are
more durable and are much more amenable to be used for only six months a
year.”49
Wood Frame versus Insulated Concrete Forms
GLOBE reviewed various reports that
compared and contrasted the initial construction costs and life cycle costs of
wood frame construction versus insulated concrete form construction. The conclusion is that insulated concrete forms
cost about 4 percent more at the construction stage than wood frame. 50
A report by Pieter VanderWerf & Christina Neamtu on the cost ICF Construction versus Wood Frame Construction
concluded that an ICF building costs
approximately $2.50 per square foot of
floor area more than wood frame construction.
The report concluded, “ICFs do have
major cost savings opportunities. Because ICF construction is more energy
efficient, HVAC systems can be downsized and those savings offset part of
the cost difference. ICF homeowners
enjoy lower utility bills, better sound
proofing, and durability.”

Some have estimated that the monthly
savings provide a good payback on the
initial investment. And then you have the
benefits of a stronger, quieter, more
comfortable home to boot.51
In another study, Energy Comparisons
of Concrete TT Homes Versus Wood
Frame Homes by Pieter VanderWerf,
the conclusion was “Statistical comparison indicates that constructing the exterior walls of a house with Insulated Concrete Forms (ICFs) instead of conventional wood frame will reduce the
amount of energy consumed for space
heating by approximately 44%, and for
space cooling (where applicable) by approximately 32%.”
This report was based on an apple-toapple comparison of 58 ICF and wood
frame homes in Canada and the United
States.52
Moisture Protection
Buildings under construction need to be
protected from rain penetration and
damage from moisture especially in
moist climates such as in British Columbia where rains and humidity are prevalent. After a certain level of moisture
content53, wood becomes highly conducive to the growth of decay fungi.
As wood is a biomass, it can become a
potential food source for fungi, insects
and rodents. Wood-inhabiting fungi are
broken down into molds, stainers, softrot fungi and wood decay fungi.
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“Moisture management is especially important in our West Coast climate with
its high humidity and rain. It is an issue
for both Course of Construction and for
Strata Insurance. Wood buildings have
greater water and moisture damage risks
than concrete buildings. Mold, potentially can be a serious risk peril for wood,
especially in BC’s wet climate.” 54






Insurance Study Respondent

While decay and mold are often used
interchangeably, they are distinct phenomena. Mold fungi grows on wood
(and other bio-based materials), but
does not eat wood’s structural components. Mold does not necessarily damage the wood, but it can be associated
with human health problems. So its exposure to occupants is of considerable
concern regardless of its possible physical damage to building products. Decay
fungi, however, is a higher order of fungi
than mold and it does break down the
basic structural materials of wood and
cause strength loss.
The following moisture related problems
can occur in buildings of all types: 55




Prolonged damp conditions can lead
to the colonization of building materials and HVAC systems by molds,
bacteria, wood-decaying molds and
insect pests (e.g., termites and carpenter ants)
Chemical reactions with building materials and components can cause
structural fasteners, wiring, metal




roofing and conditioning coils to corrode and flooring or roofing adhesives to fail
Water-soluble building materials
(e.g., gypsum board) can return to
solution
Wooden materials can warp, swell or
rot
Brick or concrete can be damaged
during freeze-thaw cycles and by
sub-surface salt deposition, although
concrete when designed for the
proper class of exposure according
to CSA A23.1/2 will resist freezethaw damage and damage from deicing chemicals
Paints and varnishes can be damaged
The insulating value (R-value) of
thermal insulation can be reduced for
"batt" type of insulation but not for
PVC rigid board insulations, and also
not for spray polyurethane foam

Decay, or rot, feeds on cellulose fibres.
Fungal spores grow on wood in the
presence of, moisture, and warm temperatures. Decay fungi, once taken hold,
may continue to grow at sustained moisture content as low as 20 per cent.
Clearly, the best way to prevent such
decay is to keep the wood dry. Deflection is the primary moisture control
mechanism since it eliminates the potential for water to impact or enter an
envelope assembly. Drainage is the
next most important mechanism. If water enters the assembly, it must be redirected out. Any moisture that doesn’t
drain quickly must be able to dry.
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Since the drying moisture removal
mechanism is slower than deflection
and drainage, it is a second line of defense and should not be relied upon to
the same extent.
A primary failure mechanism for moisture is rainwater penetration through exterior walls. This has been particularly
evident in several wet, humid coastal
regions. Therefore, the control for rain
penetration becomes a high priority in
the design for durability.
In addition to rain screening the outer
shell of a building in order to either keep
moisture out or manage it so no or minimal damage occurs through mold, rot or
warping, in damp rainy regions such as
British Columbia, it may be better to
wrap a breathable tarp around a wood
frame construction site in order that the
already high moisture content wood
does not get even wetter and initiate
mold.56
European Best Practices for Wood
Frame Buildings
It is common in Ireland and the UK to
use a ventilated cavity for buildings constructed of wood. This is not the case for
all timber frame buildings constructed in
Scandinavia, Austria, Germany, Canada
and the USA. Irish builders researched
failures in the performance of timber
frame housing in the USA, Canada and
New Zealand, failures that resulted in a
'leaky condo crisis' or a 'leaky building
syndrome'.

It was concluded that the omission of
the ventilated and drained cavity was a
significant contributing factor in these
failures. Scandinavia, Germany and
Austria have not experienced similar
levels of failure even though the ventilated cavity is not necessarily used in
the construction process.
“It is our opinion, that national/regional
differences in environmental factors e.g.
wind, rain and humidity combined with
variable standards of quality and quality
control in design, manufacture and erection contributed to the disparate performance of external timber frame wall
constructions.”57
The conventional construction practice
in Ireland is to cover the timber exterior
wall panel sheathing with a breather
membrane, which provides protection
against water during transport, erection
and during the cladding installation. This
sheeting prevents water that has penetrated through the cladding from reaching the internal fabric of the building and
allows water vapor to pass out of a
building, but prevents water from coming in. Improper installation of the membrane or subsequent damage or the use
of inappropriate materials can result in
water intrusion, leading to damp conditions within the wall. These damp conditions raise the moisture content of the
timber frame structure and increase the
risk of fungal decay of the timber and
other wood-based components in the
wall.58
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In Ireland, the breather membrane is
considered to be a critical component of
conventional timber frame wall structures and is required to ensure the durability of the whole construction. 59
To Tarp or Not to Tarp?
The above discussion focused on moisture control for both the construction and
the operating and maintenance phase of
buildings. There is a concern, however,
that in wet climates such as British Columbia, builders must do more than
what is required in the building codes to
manage moisture. The issue is to what
extent builders should employ temporary moisture control during the construction phase to keep the wood from
absorbing more moisture during periods
of rain. If the wood does not dry properly, it will likely maintain its high moisture
content and encourage mold

As such, the conditions for mold to set in
become highly favorable. Employing a
breathable tarp to keep the rain out and
the wood dry will likely bring strong
longer term benefits by reducing mold
risk.
Summing Up
In summary, moisture control, either
through conventional rain screening or
through a breathable tarp at the construction site, is absolutely fundamental
to the proper functioning of wood-frame
buildings, both to protect occupants
from adverse health effects and to protect the building, its mechanical systems
and its contents from physical or chemical damage. It is unfortunate that moisture problems are becoming extremely
common in some types of buildings.

“In the coastal climate zone, the temperature gradient through the wall assembly, combined with the relatively warm
exterior winter temperatures can result
in conditions conducive to fungal growth
throughout the year if the moisture content requirements are also present.” 60
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Mold
http://www.mosbybuildingarts.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/03-mosby-mold-black-spots.jpg
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8.0

Bottom Line Conclusions

As evidenced by the foregoing analysis,
which draws heavily on published reports and in-depth consultations with
insurance brokers, underwriters, strata
managers, and technical experts on
building construction, GLOBE Advisors
was able to develop a comprehensive
profile of the property insurance sector
in Canada which offers important insights for public outreach programs that
may be necessary to promote better
public awareness of the cost and risk
implications associated with wood frame
versus concrete buildings.
A number of key conclusions emerge
that go to the heart of the factors contributing to differentials between insurance costs for wood frame buildings and
comparable structures built using castin-place concrete, precast concrete,
concrete blocks or insulated concrete
forms.
These conclusions are not presented as
arguments for or against the construction of mid-rise wood frame residential
buildings.
Rather, these findings reveal the often
hidden or less well understood facts
about the many risk factors of both
wood frame and concrete buildings,
facts that can and do bear substantially
on the costs of insurance, both during
the construction and over the life span
of such buildings.

Based on the research in support of this
report, the following Bottom Line Conclusions can be drawn with a high degree of certainty.
Higher Risks – Higher Rates
Wood frame buildings do have a higher
risk of fire. As well, they are more susceptible to major problems arising from
water damage. These higher risk factors
are reflected in higher insurance rates
for such buildings both during construction and over the life of the asset. Also,
it is harder to secure insurance for wood
frame buildings as many underwriters
are vacating the field or severely limiting
their risk exposure in the mid-rise
sector.
Finally, it is important to note another
often overlooked issue when comparing
wood frame and concrete mid-rise structures, namely the impact on municipal
expenditures. When the number of
wood frame buildings in a particular
community rises, so too do the community’s firefighting infrastructure costs.61
Water Risks Are Paramount
One of the key points emerging from
this research on insurance rate setting
was the importance of moisture control,
both during construction and over the
life of an insured asset. Moisture management is a difficult and expensive
process when building wood frame
structures.
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Moisture management is important in all
areas of Canada and more so in areas
of high humidity and rain such as on the
West Coast. It is an issue for both
course of construction insurance, and
insurance over the life of the building.
Simply put, wood buildings carry with
them greater water and moisture damage risks than for concrete buildings.
Although water damage in concrete
buildings can also be an important risk
consideration, in general, the remediation of concrete buildings is easier and
less expensive to complete.
Moisture problems in a concrete structure become evident much earlier than
is the case for wood structures, where
dampness problems can fester undetected for years, often long after the expiration of any builder’s warranty liability,
until the damage caused by mold or dry
rot renders the structure unhealthy or
even uninhabitable.
Many building envelope experts believe
all mid-rise wood buildings should be
completely tarped during the construction period to reduce the risks of future
mold growth during occupancy. Such
practices are common in the more rainy
parts of Europe, but as noted, are not
routinely followed in Canada.
Insurance Issues Not Well Understood
Risk assessments and insurance rate
setting is complex and not well understood by contractors, strata managers

and even some brokers. Similarly, the
impact of different building technologies
that reduce fire, water, and earthquake
risk factors for both wood frame and
concrete buildings, in our opinion, could
be better understood in the insurance
sector.
Because of the myriad of factors that
are in play, both in terms of the assessment of the risk factors relating to a particular project and the risk limitation policies of particular insurance companies,
it is often hard to define precisely the
exact rate differentials that will be levied
between wood frame and concrete
buildings.
The recent history of catastrophic claims
and a growing fear by underwriters regarding earthquakes in both Central
Canada and the West Coast are confounding the current setting of insurance
rates and forcing insurance companies
to play it overly safe.
Better Risk Management Practices
Needed
Improved building practices, tighter
monitoring of buildings under construction and better strata management practices all have the potential to narrow the
differential in insurance rates between
wood frame and concrete buildings.
However, there is little evidence that
such practices are been widely neither
followed in the construction sector in
Canada, or proof that, where such practices are followed, insurance companies
are respond in terms of rate setting.
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Next Steps
Due to the enormous costs that developers, contractors and builders face
when constructing mid-rise residential
structures, and the costs that strata
managers and condo owners face over
the building’s lifetime, a concerted effort
must be made to engage the major
players and build better awareness of
the factors that influence insurance
rates and how rate differentials between
different classes of buildings can be
lessened through best practices during
and post - construction.

So too, there is need for a definitive
comparative assessment of total lifecycle costs of wood frame and concrete
structures, taking into consideration not
only changing technologies and related
costs of building products, but also the
longer term costs of building operation,
maintenance, and deconstruction.
Finally, more research is required to determine how the wider use of best practices for the construction and on-going
maintenance of mid-rise buildings can
more decisively influence insurance rate
setting in the building sector.

Overall, the research has demonstrated
that the construction and insurance sectors are inseparably intertwined, and as
such, it is vitally important that there be
a far better understanding nation-wide of
how each sector operates and how they
can work more harmoniously to improve
Canada’s housing stock.
Given that we can expect more mid-rise
wood frame structures in cities across
Canada, it is important to know now the
ramifications of this trend in terms of
public safety, municipal budgets, and
homeowner risk exposure and contractors liabilities, and to plan accordingly.
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